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iME Solutions Announces Distribution Partnership With ITT Goulds Pumps 

DENVER, CO, Nov. 3, 2015 – Industrial Machine & Equipment Solutions (iME), a Cogent company, announces its 
partnership with ITT Goulds Pumps, making iME the official distribution partner for Goulds Pumps in Colorado, 
Eastern Wyoming and Montana. This announcement is the conclusion of ITT Goulds Pumps’ search for a partner 
who consistently demonstrates the ability to serve their customers and maintain a high level of service for which 
Goulds Pumps is known. 

iME represents industrial pump and process equipment manufacturers in the fluid handling and wastewater 
treatment industry. Along with six best-in-class partner Cogent companies, iME features extensive capabilities  
for municipal, commercial and industrial customers, delivering the personalized service customers demand and  
expect today.  

“iME and other Cogent companies have over 170 employees working across eight states, so we are one of the 
largest distributors of fluid pumping, water and wastewater process treatment equipment in the Midwest and 
Rocky Mountain regions. Our hard-earned reputation for integrity, collaboration and getting results makes  
iME a logical sales and service partner for a leading manufacturer like Goulds Pumps,” says Jim Coyle, iME’s  
General Manager.   

Goulds Pumps is a leading brand in the global pump industry, providing a wide range of flow control solutions for 
a wide range of industries. Both iME and Goulds Pumps share a commitment to solve challenges and provide 
customers with quick and cost effective solutions under the most harsh or stressful conditions. 

"With iME, we have a distribution partner that will help build an even stronger sales channel for our customers in 
North America," said David Steblein, Goulds Pumps' VP and General Manager for Sales for the Americas. All media 
inquiries should be directed to Jim Coyle, General Manager, for more information.  
 

Industrial Machine & Equipment Solutions (iME) was born of necessity. The oil & gas, petrochemical, water  
and wastewater treatment industry and manufacturers have serious expectations and urgent demands. The 
company delivers pumping process and equipment solutions that not only meet demand now, but also position  
its customers for tomorrow’s technology and stress loads. iME offers unfailing service and support based on  
a 40-year history of getting to the bottom of difficult challenges. For more information, visit imesolutions.com.    

ITT Goulds Pumps is among the most widely recognized and respected brands in the global pump industry, 
serving customers in the oil and gas, mining, power generation, chemical, pulp and paper, and general industrial 
markets. As the only manufacturer to make digital monitoring standard on every process pump, ITT Goulds Pumps 
continues to lead the industry in both mechanical pump design and the adoption of smart technologies. For more 
information, visit gouldspumps.com. 
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